
Escrow Efficiency

An Escrow Administrator is much more than a middleman between a bank and a Regional Center. The Escrow Administrator 
should be able to streamline the escrow process, allowing the Regional Center to focus on the more important elements 
of their business. To effectively do so, an Escrow Administrator must provide:

      • An understanding of the escrow process and the associated limitations within banks. 
      • Experience with Regional Centers and the nuances of the United States Citizenship and Immigration Services   
  EB-5 Pilot Program.       
      • Efficient execution of the account and subaccount opening processes for each Regional Center, Project and   
  Subscriber.
      • Sophisticated document creation, storage, and management applications for full audit and reporting    
  capabilities:
             o     Ongoing event recording and document storage
             o     Audit trail created by automated report features
             o     Archived documentation available to view, print, or email, 24/7
      • Rapid escrow deployment and implementation.
      • Customer service support to ensure maximum benefits for both Regional Centers and their Subscribers.

Funds Security

With Subscribers all over the world, anxieties over funds security tend to be prominent. The increased security afforded 
by the escrow structure not only helps put Regional Centers at ease, but also bolsters the Subscribers’ confidence in 
their investments. To help ensure the protection of the Subscribers’ funds, an Escrow Administration solution should offer:
      • Customized Escrow Agreements to provide for clear operating procedures and defining the timing and    
 circumstances required for each release of escrow funds.
             o     Processes which conform to the specific needs of your EB-5 project.
             o     Escrow Agreements which have been successfully used in the USCIS Regional Center applications.
             o     Accounting procedures to accurately track both Subscription Funds and Processing Fees for each    
          Subscriber, within each project, for each Regional Center.
      • The proper banking partner with the flexibility to accommodate the needs of the Regional Centers and the   
  Subscribers.       
             o     Highly rated banks with an understanding of the USCIS EB-5 Pilot Program.
             o     Funds deposited in accounts which provide complete FDIC insurance.
             o     Streamlined information gathering to satisfy USA Patriot Act compliance.        

EB-5 Best Practices

With more and more EB-5 Subscribers requesting assurances of security for their 
funds, to gain a competitive edge, Regional Centers must either choose to navigate 
difficult, time-consuming, and often times uncertain escrow requirements alone 
or hand those tasks off to an experienced EB-5 Escrow Administration partner in 
order to keep their focus on the development of new projects and the marketing 
to potential Subscribers.  In an effort to provide superior solutions and maximize 
efficiency for the Regional Centers NES Financial has compiled an industry-
leading set of best practices for EB-5 escrow administration.



Transactional Transparency

From visibility comes peace of mind.  By granting complete access to both 
account and project information, a Regional Center will set itself apart and 
promote greater confidence in its Subscribers.  The Escrow Administrator 
allows the Regional Center to provide:

• Account visibility for the Regional Centers and their Subscribers from anywhere
   in the world, 24/7, through a secure, password protected, web-based portal
• Customizable, automated reporting on a weekly, monthly, or ad hoc basis
• Enhanced communication gateways between the Subscribers and the
   Regional Centers

Work With a Leader in Financial Security, Transparency 
And Compliance

NES Financial provides technology-enabled services for the efficient administration 
of highly specialized financial transactions. Our custom solutions include EB-5 
escrows, 1031 exchanges, and multi-tiered sub-accounting transactions. Many 
of the world’s largest financial institutions and corporations rely on our proprietary 
technology, unparalleled expertise, and outstanding services to ensure the secure, 
transparent, and compliant management of funds. Recognized two years running 
by Inc. Magazine’s 500|5000 as one of the fastest growing private companies in 
America, NES Financial helps companies lower administrative costs, reduce risk, 
and improve ROI. For more information, visit www.nesf.com.
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